
ILC—>TPC Alignment in ILD 
LOI

FYI – here are a few of “my” logos…
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ILD Logo 
goes here



IDAG: How does 
your alignment 
guarantee this?
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…which contains the information from an internal TPC Note:
“file: 20090612-Answers-to-IDAG-Alignment-questions-TPC 

Dan Peterson and Ron Settles      date: 20090612”
What is the plan for aligning your tracking system?
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-TPC internal alignment

All issues are covered in the LOI and are valid

--`5%’ criterion correct (ie decrease in mom.res. 
due to misalignments not more than 5%, 
which means 20-30micron for the TPC)
--All E-field effects covered in the
TPC section of LOI
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--All E-field effects covered in the
TPC section of LOI
--All B-field effects are covered in LC-DET-2008-002  
by Werner Wiedenmann and RS
--Double-antiDID is a future option 
to have an additional tool if needed (being studied) 



-Tracking subdetectors

Overall strategy as written

-Subdetectors fabricated/measured to 10-20micron 
internal or better
-Subdetectors measured to 0.1-0.2mm
external or better
-Bfield mapped to ~1-3G accuracy (LC-DET-2008-002) 
-Each subdetectors first aligned internally
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-Each subdetectors first aligned internally
using tracks from Z or √s data
-In 2nd pass, subdetectors aligned wrt 
each other using same data
-Iterate until correct momentum is attained

From our internal TPC Note: “We will investigate supplementing the track-based 
alignment with a laser system that works by creating ionization in the detector 
elements.”



-TPC/Tracking subdetectors

Toy MC study by Dan of how well 
subdetector positions must be known 
wrt one another and fulfill 
the 5% criterion overall:

-- coherent displacement of  the VTX,  2.8 µm;
-- coherent displacement of  the SIT,  3.5 µm;
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-- coherent displacement of  the VTX,  2.8 µm;
-- coherent displacement of  the SIT,  3.5 µm;
-- coherent displacement of  the SET,  6 µm; and 
-- coherent displacement of  the TPC,  3.6 µm.



-What is needed next by LCTPC?

A “task force” to start work on these tools 
for the Large Prototype data:

-- B-field corrections to 30 micron level.

-- ditto for E-field
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-- ditto for E-field

-- SIT/SET alignment to 3 micron level.



1st side remark on 
performance in 
backgrounds:
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2nd side remark (post-
LOI after TILC09):
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